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Abstract 

Presently, the field of data compression (DC) finds useful in various applications from 

consumer to military applications. The aim of DC is to offer minimum amount of data for 

being stored or transmitted. In this paper, we made a study to compare the performance of 

different data compression algorithms namely Prediction by partial matching (PPM), burrows 

wheeler transform (BWT), Lempel Ziv Markov chain algorithm (LZMA) and LZMA2. A 

collection of benchmark dataset under various sizes namely small, medium and large size 

dataset is applied to validate the compared methods. A detailed validation takes place using a 

set of evaluation metrics namely compression ratio (CR), compression factor (CF), space 

saving (SS) and bit rate. The validation outcome depicted that the PPM provides better results 

over the compared methods in a significant manner. 
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1. Introduction 

At every instance, latest technological advancements in the information technology domain 

creates massive data. For fast transmission and efficient storage of these giant data, there is a 

need of an effective data transmission method. When the transmission and storage capability 

grows, the requirement of transmission and storage hikes in order to Parkinson’s first law. 

Data Compression (DC) methods have been introduced to transmit and store the massive data 

in a decreased storing space [1]. Through recognising and employing patterns present in data  

[2], the data are demonstrated by DC techniques in their compact form. For various kinds of 

data, different DC methods have been projected; however, the removal of irrelevant and 

redundant data is the major principle for compression methods. Primarily, the technique of 

DC examines the data, recognizes the duplicates and removes it with a view to data 

compression. For certain data type, the compression method requires to be constructed as the 
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redundancy is based on the data type that is required to be compressed. Still, there exist no 

global DC method that is efficient in general for entire data types [1].  

 

Commonly, DC techniques are divided into lossless and lossy compression [3]. During data 

compression, there exists an acceptable level of information loss in lossy compression 

method. Thus, the data that is reconstructed will not be accurately same as actual data. To 

compress video, images or audio, it is generally employed wherever it is tolerable to a 

particular level. Whereas, it is critical with text files as the errors are not generally acceptable. 

In these circumstances, lossless compression method is employed wherever the data that is 

decompressed should be a perfect match to the actual data. Two points shall be assumed 

when compressing text: (i) through a single space, numerous white spaces are replaced while 

a program source code requires to be compressed. (ii) While the word processor output is 

stored as file, it might comprise few data such as font kind employed in text. These data 

would be leftover while considering it as text file. 

 

In various circumstances, text remains a prominent thing even though, the videos and images 

are most prominent data type. For example, source codes, documents, executable programs, 

e-mail, eBooks and instant messaging are most depend on textual data. An essential portion 

of lossless compression methods are text compression. For an input symbol, through a 

codeword substitution which is of shorter in length within source file, that might comprise of 

equal data, however, with low length representation. Over bit-level, text compression can be 

controlled wherever each distinct character comprises of binary representation. With the 

predefined code length, through the implication of lookup tables, the text messages are 

encoded. In [4], [5], different text compression methods have been constructed. In this paper, 

we made a study to compare the performance of different data compression algorithms 

namely Prediction by partial matching (PPM), burrows wheeler transform (BWT), Lempel 

Ziv Markov chain algorithm (LZMA) and LZMA2. A collection of benchmark dataset under 

various sizes namely small, medium and large size dataset is applied to validate the compared 

methods. The advantages of the different methods are analyzed using a set of evaluation 

metrics namely CR (CR), compression factor (CF), space saving (SS) and bit rate.  

 

The paper arrangement is demonstrated as below. Benchmark techniques available for 

compression have been summarized through section 2. Data compression algorithms used for 

comparative analysis in this work is discussed in Section 3. We discuss about the evaluation 
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of performance with comparison of traditional methods in Section 4. With the work 

highlights, the conclusion is provided in section 5.  

 

2. Related work  

The predecessors of DC are assumed as historical coding method such as various Lempel Ziv 

(LZ) coding versions, Huffman coding, Run Length Encoding (RLE), Burrows Wheeler 

Transform (BWT) coding and Arithmetic coding. In [6], to model lossless text compression 

method that is efficient, many attempts were done. To change the conventional statistical 

coding method like arithmetic coding and Huffman coding, [7] presented a neural network 

dependent compression method. The "predictive or model based coding" procedure is 

depending on projected technique. For compressing few newspaper articles, it is used and 

gained enhanced CR when comparing with LZ algorithm. However, when comparing with 

conventional techniques, it is slower. Two issues has been addressed by [8] in dynamic 

database compression. At decoding side, the need of memory and document insertions 

management is the two issues.  

 

DC with antidictionaries (DCA) is a novel compression method is built [9] that creates the 

negative data usage of text that are illustrated by means of antidictionaries. For 

synchronization property and predefined sources, quick rate of compression/decompression is 

the major advantage that results to efficient parallel compression. To improve the 

compression method efficiency, few pre-processing method are developed to the procedure of 

compression. For text compression, a global pre-processing method have been presented 

through [10] which does not need external dictionaries and it is language independent. Word 

replacement, recording of alphabets, capital letter conversion, phrase replacement and end of 

line (EOL) coding are the five methods that are incorporated and that are called in consequent 

way. However, it consumes high pre-processing cost. For small text files, [11] given a new 

compression algorithm. For highly small text minimization, it is modelled.  

 

In [26], for short message, other compression methods known as b64pack have been 

projected. It works under two phases which is a lightweight and efficient method. It modifies 

to a compressible format the actual text during primary phase. Through a preset fraction of 

actual size, it reduces the size of the message in the subsequent phase. For versions of LZ 

coding, Huffman coding, BWT coding and arithmetic coding, a pre-processing method has 

been projected through [12]. With less file size, to change a text file to other file format, 
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genetic reversible transformation is presented. For compression in static text, a greedy 

method has been introduced through [13] which it is the prefix property relaxation of 

dictionary. In distributed systems, to achieve speed, with a random dictionary, a finite state 

machine (FSM) execution of greedy based compression is provided. Depending on the 

sentiment analysis aspect, a novel compression model is projected in [14]. In text 

compression domain, data mining tools have been used by [15]. For patters that occur 

repeatedly, Huffman coding is enhanced through the frequent itemset mining (FIM) 

integration that allocates short codewords. For mining character series, a graph based method 

has been used by [16] in the procedure of compression. Within one pass of graph, this method 

constructs a graph in a single text pass and it searches entire patterns that are important for 

compression. For textual data, a new FIM based Huffman coding method has been projected 

through [17] employing hash table (FPH2). In the coding procedure, optimized (pruned) set 

patterns is included wherever in conventional Huffman coding methods, character based 

method is employed.  

 

3. DC Algorithms 

3.1 PPM (Prediction by partial matching) 

In 1984, Ian Witten back and John Cleary invented PPM. Depending on prediction and 

context modelling, PPM is an adaptive statistical DC method that offers subsequent symbol 

prediction in stream. PPM models employs an existing symbol set in a stream of 

uncompressed symbol. Predictions are decreased commonly to symbol rankings. The PPM 

model order is determined by the count of existing symbols that is demonstrated as PPM(n). 

PPM is the one that comprise no length constraint. With n-1 symbols, a prediction is done if 

there exists no prediction depending on entire n context symbols. Till no additional symbols 

exist or a match is found, this procedure is iterated. Fixed prediction is performed at that 

instant. It is eliminated that low probability computing orders when the escape codes are 

employed with the context given. Full exclusion is the one when we eliminate the high 

probability computation orders symbols. The subsequent symbol prediction based on n 

previous is PPM and is also known as prediction by Markov Model  of order n.  

1:  begin 

 2:     while (not last character) do 

 3:       begin 

 4:        read Symbol () 
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 5:        shorten context 

 6:        while (context not found and context length not -1) do 

 7:           begin 

 8:              output (escape sequence) 

 9:              shorten context 

10:        end 

11:         output(character) 

12:        while (context length not -1) do 

13:        begin 

14:            increase count of character (create node if nonexistent) 

15:             shorten context 

16:          end 

17:      end 

18:  end     

 

3.2 LZMA 

To attain enhanced CR, LZMA is a LZ method's modified version. Depending on the 

dictionary based encoding method principle, it is lossless DC method. At any instance, to 

encode one bit, LZMA uses data structure of complex type. It employs variable length 

dictionary (maximum size of 4 GB) and it is majorly employed for a data stream that is 

unknown. In practical environment, it can compress the generated data at a rate of 10-

20Mbps. It gains the similar decompression speed as similar to other method, even though it 

employs huge sized dictionary. Byte series is an encoded by LZ77 algorithm from the 

previous contents in spite of from actual data. In previous content, if there exists no similar 

byte series, the sequence length and address is set as '0' and the novel symbol gets into 

encoding. Through the support of sliding window ideology, to compress the unknown data, 

LZ77 uses a dynamic dictionary. In spite of storing into whole files, it saves and broadcast 

data in the various formats among sequential data. Data stream is the first-byte delta 

encoding output. Delta encoding creates the sliding dictionary highly efficient for a 

consistently differing practical data. For instances, 2,3,4,6,7,9,8,7,5,3,4 7 be a sample input 

series. When given to the LZMA method the output encoded series will be 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2,-

1,-1,-2,-2, 1. In the input series, the symbol counts are 8 and in output series, the symbol 

counts are 4.  
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Generally, employed dictionaries are adaptive and Static dictionaries. Depending on the 

text application, constants and fixed entries are used by static dictionary. Depending on the 

implementing parameter, a search buffer is used as a buffer size and dictionary. In the 

search buffer range, patterns in text are considered to occur. For longest matches, suitable 

data structure usage for buffer will reduce the searching time. When compared to decoding, 

Sliding Dictionary encoding is highly difficult as it have to recognise long matches. To 

achieve enhanced CR, the entire message symbols are encoded through range encoder. It 

deals efficiently with probabilities which are not precisely of two powers. The range 

encoder steps are given below 

 Symbols probability estimation and huge adequate integer ranges are given 

 Segment the key ranges to sub-ranges in which the sizes are rational to the symbol 

probability as it denotes.  

 Through reducing the current range to sub-ranges, each message symbol is encoded.  

 Similar to encoder, decoder must have similar probability calculation that might be 

extracted from the data that is transferred already or sent priorly.  

To compress efficiently the sensed data, range encoder, dictionary and sliding window 

concepts are used by LZMA algorithm. With no data loss, the reconstructed data in LZMA is 

a precise match of actual data.  

3.3 LZMA2 

For most of lossless compression algorithms, Ziv’s and Lempel compressors serve as a 

fundamental one. For DC in 7z (or 7-zip) and XZ, LZMA is the key method executing under 

the programs to attain rapid decompression intervals and enhanced compression propositions. 

LZMA algorithm are developed by Igor Pavlov and built additionally when it is unveiled. It 

is an optimized and enhanced version of LZ77 as it employs range encoder that is arithmetic 

coding variant. When enhanced ratios of compression are attained, encoder is highly complex 

one. In Lempel-Ziv coding, the primary phase locates and decrease the duplicates through 

modifying the chunks of data to distance-length pairs. For various data samples, range 

encoding procedure is the second phase which employs distinct probability models. On CPU, 

if hardware is suitable, multi-processing is aided for compression in parallel. For 

decompression, multi-threading cannot be helpful. An enhanced and modified LZMA version 

is LZMA2 algorithm that offers enhanced results in multithreading. Both LZMA2 and LZMA 

methods are supported through 7zip & XZ programs with .7z and .xz. 7z.  
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3.4 Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) 

Over a sequence of data symbols series, reversible block-sorting transform is BWT [1] which 

is used to achieve a permuted data series of same symbols and an integer in {1, 2, .. n}. Let 

𝐵𝑊𝑇 : 𝑋 → 𝑋 × {1,2. . , 𝑛}                             (1) 

 demonstrates the n-dimensional BWT inverse and BWT function is denoted through 

𝐵𝑊𝑇
( )

: 𝑋 × {1,2. . , 𝑛} → 𝑋                             (2) 

From the source argument, the sequence length is recognised, functionally transcript is 

eliminated and it is shown as 

(𝑦 , 𝑢) = 𝐵𝑊𝑇(𝑥 ) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐵𝑊𝑇( )((𝑦 , 𝑢) = 𝑥               (3) 

Where 𝐵𝑊𝑇  𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝐵𝑊𝑇  represents the integer and character BWT part. By producing 

entire uncompressed data string cyclic shifts and sorting them lexicographically, the forward 

BWT is developed. Two parts are comprised in BWT. Length- string is the primary part that 

provides final character of every cyclic shift. In an ordered list, the subsequent phase is an 

integer that demonstrates the uncompressed data position. For instance, for the word 

“bananas”, the BWT is given as  

𝐵𝑊𝑇(𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑎) = 𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎, 4)                                (4) 

The table must be rebuilding during inverse BWT. Always, through column manner, table 

reconstruction procedure would be performed. Therefore, through transforming the alphabets, 

the primary column might be rebuilt in the final column. Each row is a cyclic shift of other 

for second column reconstruction and hence the first and final columns provide the entire 

successive symbols pairs list. The primary and secondary column is created through 

arranging a pair list of the table. Until the entire columns of the actual table are rebuilt, the 

procedure is called again and again. The inverse is shown as  

𝐵𝑊𝑇( )(𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎, 4) = 𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑎                              (5) 

4. Performance Evaluation 

4.1. Dataset Description 

For experimentation, the benchmark textual dataset is used. In order to find the performance 

in varying scales of textual data, small, medium and large file dataset are employed. There 
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are two kinds of files such as Fields and Paper1 are used in small scale file. For medium file, 

two file types are employed such as Alice29 and Bib and for large file, world 192 textual 

dataset is used. For small scale files, the type of the file is C program and text. Text is the file 

type for medium as well as large. The size of the file is 89200 bits for Fields dataset in small 

files and 425288 bits is the size of the file for the dataset Alice29. In large scale file, 

11787200 bit is the size of the dataset World192. A sum of five files is used in all small, 

medium and large files to evaluate the performances of the given algorithms like PPM, 

LZMA, LZMA2 and BWT. The dataset description is demonstrated in Table 1 with file 

name, file type, description about them and size of the file in terms of bits.  

Table 1 Dataset description 
 

 File Name File Type Description File Size (Bits) 

Small Files 
Fields C Program C source code 89200 

Paper1 Text A technical paper in troff format 425288 

Medium Files 
Alice29 Text English text (Alice in Wonderland) 1216712 

Bib Text A bibliography in UNIX refer format 890088 

Large File World192 Text The CIA World Fact Book 11787200 

 

4.2 Performance measures 

To evaluate the performance efficiency, CR, CF and space savings are the metrics that are 

used. For the algorithms such as PPM, LZMA, LZMA2 and BWT, a comparison is by means 

of these metrics. For an efficient algorithm, the metric CR must be low for an efficient 

algorithm. The value of CF should be high as possible. The space saving metric of the 

compression method should be high for the method that shows efficient performance. The 

following are the expressions given to calculate the efficiency.  

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎

𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎
               (6) 

 
 

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =
𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎

𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎
          (7) 

 
 

𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 = 100 ∗ 1 −
𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎

𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎
         (8) 
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4.3 Results and Discussion 

The experiment was carried out with the textual dataset for small, medium and large files and 

the comparative outcomes are measured by means of CR, CF and SS. The uncompressed 

datasets of textual data are demonstrated by 16 bit unsigned integers. From table 2, the 

original volume of data which is the uncompressed state of data is demonstrated. When 

comparing with the other techniques for the dataset given, it is obvious that the proposed 

techniques attain improved compression performance. BWT shows somewhat good 

performance than the other two methods but it fails to succeed the PPM. Even for large sized 

files, the projected method (i.e. PPM) shows improved performance by compressing 3917384 

bits of data into 3365120 bits.  

Table 2 Compressed size of applied dataset for different techniques 

 File Name Original size (bits) 

Compressed File Size (Bits) 

PPM LZMA LZMA2 BWT 

Small Files 
Fields 89200 22152 24736 24792 25208 

Paper1 425288 118160 138720 138776 133528 

Medium Files 
Alice29 1216712 311888 388664 388720 346704 

Bib 890088 194440 245856 245912 220648 

Large File World192 11787200 3365120 3995168 3995808 3917384 

 

Table 3 demonstrates the various methods in terms of Compression Ratio CR over the given 

small, medium and large dataset. For the small scale dataset Fields, LZMA and LZMA2 

gains the CR of 0.2773 and 0.2779 respectively. BWT gains poor performance with the CR 

of 0.2826. In addition, PPM is the projected method and achieves low CR rate thereby 

exhibits efficient method for compressing both dataset in small sized data. For medium scale 

dataset Fields, for instance, the proposed method attains higher efficient by showing the CR 

rate of 0.2185 the dataset Alice29. For large files, for a given World192 dataset, the proposed 

attains superior performance by achieving the CR of 0.2855 which is lower rate when 

compared to all the other methods.  
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Table 3 CR of applied dataset for different techniques 

 File Name 

Compression Ratio (CR) 

PPM LZMA LZMA2 BWT 

Small Files 
Fields 0.2483 0.2773 0.2779 0.2826 

Paper1 0.2778 0.3262 0.3263 0.3140 

Medium Files 
Alice29 0.2563 0.3194 0.3195 0.2850 

Bib 0.2185 0.2762 0.2763 0.2479 

Large File World192 0.2855 0.3389 0.3390 0.3323 

 
 

Table 4 shows the various methods in terms of compression factor (CF) over the given small, 

medium and large dataset. For the small scale dataset Fields, LZMA and LZMA2 gains the 

CF of 3.6.61 and 3.5979 correspondingly. BWT gains good performance with the CF of 

3.5386 however it fails with the projected method. In addition, PPM is the projected method 

and achieves high CF rate thereby exhibits efficient method for compressing both dataset in 

small sized data. For medium scale dataset Fields, for instance, the proposed method attains 

highly efficient by showing the CF rate of 3.9011 the dataset Alice29. For large files, for a 

given World192 dataset, the proposed attains superior performance by achieving the CF of 

0.2855 which is higher rate when compared to all the other methods.  

 

Table 4 Compression Factor (CF) of applied dataset for different techniques 

 File Name 

Compression Factor (CF) 

PPM LZMA LZMA2 BWT 

Small Files 
Fields 4.0267 3.6061 3.5979 3.5386 

Paper1 3.5993 3.0658 3.0646 3.1850 

Medium Files 
Alice29 3.9011 3.1305 3.1300 3.5094 

Bib 4.5777 3.6204 3.6195 4.0340 

Large File World192 3.5028 2.9504 2.9499 3.0089 
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Table 5 Comparative analysis of applied dataset for different techniques in terms of Space 

savings 

File Name 
Space savings (%) 

PPM LZMA LZMA2 BWT 

Fields 75.166 72.27 72.21 71.74 

Paper1 72.216 67.38 67.37 68.60 

Alice29 74.366 68.06 68.05 71.50 

Bib 78.155 72.38 72.37 75.21 

World192 71.451 66.11 66.10 66.77 

 
 

In terms of Space saving, to compare among the methods for compression and to evaluate 

better one, experimentation is carried out and it is shown in table 5. While comparing with 

the method, it is absolute that the projected method achieved enhanced compression 

performance for all the small, medium and large sized dataset. On the whole, worst performer 

of all the method is BWT. For the dataset fields, 75 percent of space saving is reached with 

the use of the projected method. In all the cases, BWT somewhat attempts to reach the high 

rate of space saving but it fails with the projected method. Therefore, in terms of space 

saving, the projected method is the superior one when compared to all. The Fig. 1 shows the 

comparison of space saving by means of percentage for all the five datasets.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Comparative analysis of applied dataset for different techniques in terms of Space 

savings 
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Table 6 Comparative analysis of applied dataset for different techniques in terms of Bit Rate 

File Name 
Bit Rate 

PPM LZMA LZMA2 BWT 

Fields 1.9867 2.2185 2.2235 2.2608 

Paper1 2.2227 2.6094 2.6105 2.5118 

Alice29 2.0507 2.5555 2.5559 2.2796 

Bib 1.7476 2.2097 2.2102 1.9832 

World192 2.2839 2.7115 2.7120 2.6587 

 

By means of Bit rate, to compare over the techniques for compression and to examine 

superior one, experimentation is carried out and it is shown in table 6. When comparing with 

the method, it is absolute that the projected method achieved enhanced compression 

performance for all the small, medium and large sized dataset. On the whole, more or less the 

worst performer of all the method is LZMA. For the dataset Fields, 1.9867 is the bit rate 

reached with the use of the projected method. In all the cases, BWT somewhat attempts to 

reach the reduced rate of bit rate but it fails with the projected method. Therefore, in terms of 

bit rate, the projected method is the superior one when compared to all. Fig. 2 shows the 

comparison of bit rate for all the five datasets.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Comparative analysis of applied dataset for different techniques in terms of Space 

savings 
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5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have studies the performance of various compression methods namely PPM, 

BWT, LZMA and LZMA2 on different size dataset. For experimentation, the benchmark 

textual dataset is used. In order to find the performance in varying scales of textual data, 

small, medium and large file dataset are employed. The comparative outcomes are measured 

by means of CR, CF and SS. For medium scale dataset Fields, for instance, the proposed 

method attains higher efficient by showing the CR rate of 0.2185 the dataset Alice29. For 

large files, for a given World192 dataset, PPM attains superior performance by achieving the 

CR of 0.2855 which is lower rate when compared to all the other methods. 
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